LIGHT FIXTURE POLE, REFERENCE DRAWINGS FOR MODEL
HAND HOLE
GROUND POLE TO ANCHOR BOLT
BASE COVER
GROUTED BASE PLATE

1" CHAMFER
3#3 REBAR, 2" O.C.

HAND RUB OUT ALL FORM LINES FOR SMOOTH BASE ABOVE GRADE

3'-6"
3'-0"
5'-0"
FINISH GRADE FROM CURB
CURB
ANCHOR BOLTS AT LENGTH RECOMMENDED BY MANUFACTURER

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT
#3 WRAP-AROUND TIES, 12" O.C.
4#4 REBARS
2" MINIMUM COVER
ROUND REINFORCED CONCRETE BASE BY E.C.

LIGHT BASE DETAIL—IN LANDSCAPE
SCALE: 3/4" = 1'-0"